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Abstract 
A combinatorial optimization problem regarding the assignments (called reconstructions) for 
a tree has been discussed in phylogenetic analysis. Farris, Swofford and Maddison have solved 
the problem of finding the most parsimonious reconstructions on a completely bifurcating 
phylogenetic tree. We formulate mathematically the problem with its generalization to the case 
of any tree and call it the MPR problem. We present a solution for the generalized problem by 
introducing the concept of median interval obtained from sorting the endpoints of some closed 
intervals. The state set operation which plays an important role in the Farris+Swofford&Mad- 
dison method, is clarified by the concept of median interval. And then, with an explicit recursive 
formulation we generalize smoothly their method. Also, the computational complexity of our 
method is discussed. In the discussion, the PICK algorithm by Blum-Floyd-Pratt- 
RivestGTarjan is essential. 
1. Introduction 
The following optimization problem originated in cladistics (biological systematics 
and phylogenetics) has been proposed. Let R be the set of real numbers and N be the 
set of nonnegative integers. In particular, we use S2 to denote the set that may be either 
R or N. Let T = (V = V. u V,, E, 0) be any tree with the leaves evaluated by a weight 
function 6: V. + R, where Vis the set of nodes, V. is the set of leaves, VH is the set of 
internal nodes, and E is the set of branches. In phylogenetic trees, 0 is called 
a characrer statefunction, each leaf is called an operational taxonomic unit, and each 
internal node is called a hypothetical taxonomic unit. We call this tree an el-tree, 
where “el” is an abbreviation of “evaluated leaf”. From an algorithmic point of view, 
we shall sometimes restrict R to N. For an el-tree T, we define an assignment 1: V -+ Q 
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such that 21 Vo (the restriction of 1 to Vo) = (T, i.e. n(v) = O(V) for each u in Vo, where 
L(u) is called a state of u under A. This assignment is called a reconstruction on an 
el-tree Tin phylogenetic analysis. For each branch e in E of an el-tree with a recon- 
struction 2, we define the length l(e) of e = {u, u} by IA(u) - /l(u)l. Furthermore, for 
each reconstruction I on an el-tree T, we define the length L(A) of A by L.(J) = CeeE I(e). 
Then L*(T) is defined by 
L*(T) = min{L(L) ( 2 is a reconstruction on T}. 
We here mention that L*(G) is well-defined. It is sufficient for us to consider the range 
of ;1 as the closed interval [min CJ, max a] (written as d). Therefore, we can think of L as 
a function from the set {A: V + d} of reconstructions on T into 52. When Q = N, it is 
obvious that the minimum of L exists. When Sz = 1w, we see that the function L is 
continuous on the compact space, and so, the minimum of L exists. A most parsimoni- 
ous reconstruction (MPR) on an el-tree Tis a reconstruction 3, such that L(l) = L*(T). 
We denote the set of all MPRs on an el-tree T by Rmp(T). 
The problem is as follows: 
1. determine L*(T) for a given el-tree T, 
2. find all MPRs on a given el-tree. 
We call this problem the MPR problem. For the meaning of the MPR problem in 
cladistics the reader may refer to Swofford-Maddison [3] and Minaka [2]. 
In Fig. 1 we show an example for an el-tree T that is also given in [3] and an 
example for a reconstruction L : V -+ N on T. Then 
L(A) = IA(a) - /I(@[ + IA(a) - A(c)1 + IA(a) - A(d)1 + ..’ 
zx 2 + 3 + 1 + ... = 16. 
We see later on that L*(T) = 10. Throughout this paper, we use the el-tree T shown in 
Fig. l(a) whenever we illustrate results in this paper with an example. 
Farris, Swofford and Maddison have succeeded in solving the subproblem, i.e. the 
case of completely bifurcating trees in which V is partitioned into a set Vo containing 
n leaves of degree 1 and a set Vn containing n - 2 internal nodes of degree 3. The 
paper [3] contains many important results, but it seems to be a little complicated 
mathematically, and it is a problem that the key operation called a state set operation 
is not associative. 
(4 (‘4 
Fig. 1. (a) An d-tree T, (b) A reconstruction on T. 
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We have succeeded in solving the general case of any tree by introducing the 
concept of median interval obtained from sorting the endpoints of some closed 
intervals in 52. The state set operation has been clarified by the concept of median 
interval which is a generalization of the Farris interval and the MPR-set in [3], and 
then with an explicit recursive formulation we have smoothly generalized the Far- 
ris-Swofford-Maddison method. 
In Section 2, we define the median interval and introduce a certain function 
denoted by D, which play important roles in later sections. In Section 3, we define 
rooted el-trees and give each recursive definition of basic concepts such as the 
characteristic interval map I, the minimum length map I*, the length map Llj. of the 
first kind, and the length map L2;. of the second kind, which are useful in proving 
theorems in Section 4. In Section 4, we define the sets Rmp2(r,s) and Rmpl (r) of 
some reconstructions and prove the main theorems (Theorems l-3) by considering 
each minimum of the two kinds of length maps. Then each generalized type (Corolla- 
ries 2-5) of main results in [3] is obtained from Theorems l-3. Also, a generalized 
version of the Farris-SwofforddMaddison two-pass algorithm for obtaining each 
MPR-set for all internal nodes in an el-tree is given. Finally, in Section 5, we mention 
the computational complexity of our algorithms. 
2. Basic lemmas 
We now describe the elementary results which play an important role in later 
sections. Let IF’ be the set of positive integers. A closed interval {x 1 a d x d b} in 52 is 
denoted by [a,b]. We denote the closed interval [l,n] in N by [n], i.e. 
[n] = {1,2, . ..) a}. The following is the first elementary lemma. 
Lemma 1. Let f: Q--f R be a function defined by 
f(x)= 1 Ix-xii> 
is[nl 
where xi (i E [n]) are real (or nonnegative integer) constants such that xi 6 Xi+ 1 for each 
i E [n - 11. Then 
(i) if n = 2m - 1 (m E P),f(x) has the minimum 
f(XJ = 1 Xi - C xi 
ic[m+l,n] is[l,m- 11 
only for x = x,, wheref(xl) = Ofor m = 1 (n = l), 
(ii) ifn = 2m (m E P), f(x) has the minimum 
f(x) = c 
it[m+ l,n] xi - ie;,,xi 
onlyfor x E CX,,X,+~I 
Proof. Easily checked. Cl 
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Let I and .Z be any closed intervals in Q. We denote the “nearest” distance between 
I and .Z by d(Z,J), i.e. 
d(Z,J)= min lx-~1. 
xsr, yd 
Particularly, the “nearest” distance d(x, I) between a real number x and a closed 
interval Z is 
d(x,Z) = min Ix - yJ = d([x,x],Z). 
YSI 
Note that d(Z, .Z) = 0 does not necessarily mean Z = J and also the triangle inequality 
d(Z, K) < d(Z, J) + d(J, K) does not necessarily hold. Therefore, this “distance” d be- 
tween closed intervals of 52 is not a distance function. 
It is obvious from the definition that for closed intervals Z = [a, b] and .Z = [c, d] 
in Q, 
0 if Z n J # 0, 
d(Z, J) = c-b if b<c, (1) 
a-d ifd<a 
and particularly for any x E R, 
I 
0 if x E I, 
d(x, I) = a-x if x<a, 
x-b if b<x. 
Also, as stated in [3], 
d(Z, J) = max(c - b, a - d, 0), 
d(x, I) = max(x - b, a - x, 0) = Ix - median(x, a, b)l. 
The following lemma is immediate from (2). 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
Lemma 2. For any x E R and any closed interval Z = [a, b] in 52, 
d(x,Z) = 4(1x - al + Ix - bl - lb - al). 
For any family Ii (i E [ml) of closed intervals in Q we define a function D : Q --, Q by 
D(X) = 1 d(x, Zi). 
is[m] 
We might denote D(x) by D(x, Ii, Z2, . . . , I,) or D(x, Ii: i E [ml) to avoid ambiguity. 
The minimum of D(x) is denoted by Dmi”(Z1,Z2, .. ..I.) or Dmi”(Zi: i E [ml). Let 
I; = [ai, bi] (i E [ml) be any family of closed intervals in 52. Let all the endpoints ai and 
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bi of Ii (i E [ml) be sorted in ascending order and then be arranged as follows: 
x1 d x2 < *.. < x, 6 x,+1 d ... d Xzm. 
Then we call the closed interval [x,,x,+~] in 52 th e median interval of the closed 
intervals Ii (i E [ml), which is the key concept in this paper and denoted by 
med(Z,,I,,..., I,) or med(Zi: i E [ml). 
We here review briefly the state set operation stated in [3] and mention the 
relationships between that operation and the concept of median interval introduced 
above. Let I = [a, b] and J = [c, d] be any closed intervals in 52 (called state sets in 
phylogenetic analysis). Swofford and Maddison [3] restates the state set operation 
originally given by Farris and give the following convenient computational formula: 
ZoJ = [min(y,z),max(y,z)], (5) 
where y = median(a, b, c) and z = median(b, c, d). Note that this operator 0 is com- 
mutative, but not necessarily associative. By applying the state set operation to obtain 
Farris intervals and MPR-sets, Swofford and Maddison [3] have succeeded in solving 
the subcase of MPR problem. Speaking from an operational point of view, a Farris 
interval is a closed interval Z 0 J for two closed intervals Z and J, and an MPR-set is 
a closed interval ((I 0J) 0 K) n ((I 0 K) 0 J) n ((J 0 K) 0 I) for three closed intervals I, 
J and K. The concepts of Farris interval and MPR-set are clarified in Section 3. The 
following statement on computation of a MPR-set is given in [3]. 
If max(d(Z,J),d(Z, K), d(J, K)) = d(Z,J), 
then ((ZoJ)oK)n((ZoK)oJ)n((JoK)oZ) = ((ZoJ)oK). (6) 
The following proposition shows that the state set operation has been clarified by the 
concept of median interval, and it also suggests that median intervals amount to key 
sets in solving the MPR problem. 
Proposition 1. Let I, J and K be any closed intervals in 52. Then 
(i) ZoJ = med(Z,J), 
(ii) ((I 0 J) 0 K) n ((I 0 K) 0 J) n ((J 0 K) 0 I) = med(Z, J, K). 
Proof. (i) is immediate from (5) and the definition of med(Z, J). (ii) follows from 
considering (6). 0 
The following relationships between the function D(x) and the median interval are 
key lemmas and corollaries in this paper. 
Lemma 3. Let Ii = [ai,bi] (i E [ml) b e any closed intervals in Sz and Xi 6 Xi+ 1 
(i E [2m - 11) be the sorted sequence ofthe endpoints of Ii (i E [ml) in ascending order. 
Then we have 
(i) D(x, Ii: i E [ml) = Dmi”(Zi: i E [m]) if and only ifx E med(Zi: i E [ml), 
(ii) Dmi”(Zi: i E [ml) = i(Cis[m+l,Zm]Xi - Iis[m]Xi) - &Cis[m](bi - ai). 
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Proof. It follows from the definition of D(x) and Lemma 2 that 
D(X,Z;: i E [ml) = k ,C (IX - UiJ + IX - bil) - 1 ,x (bi - Ui). 
=[ml re[ml 
To the first summation term on the right-hand side we apply Lemma l(ii) with the 
definition of med(Zi: i E [ml). 0 
Lemma 4. Let Ii (i E [m + n],m, n E N) be any closed intervals in Q and Xi < xi+ 1 
(i E [2(m + n) - 11) be the sorted sequence of the endpoints of Ii (i E [WI + n]) in 
ascending order. Let {.Zi 1 i E [ml) u {Ki 1 i E [n]} be a partition of the multiset 
{Zi 1 i E [m + n]} and yi < yi+ 1 (i E [2m - 11) (zi < zi+ 1 (i E [2t1 - 11)) be the sorted 
sequence of the endpoints of Ji (i E [ml) (Ki (i E [In])) in ascending order. Zf 
{yi: i E [WI + l],Zi: i E [n - l]} = {Xi: i E [m + n]} 
or 
{yi: i E [ml, Zi: i E [n]} = {Xi: i E [m + n]}, 
where { } denotes a multiset, i.e. a set with repeated elements, then we have 
Dmi”(Zi: i E [m + n]) 
= Dmi”(Ji: i E [m]) + gmi”(Ki: i E [n]) 
+ d(med(Ji: i E [m]),med(Ki: i E [n])). 
Proof. Let Ji = [ai, bi] (i E [ml) and Kr = [Ci, di] (i E [n]). Then from Lemma 3(ii) we 
have 
(i) D”‘“(Zi: i E [m + n]) 
1 
= 2 ie[m+n+ 1,2(m+n)] xi - 
c 
ls2njxilmt(rk] 
(bi - ai) + 1 (di - CO 1 
ie[n] 
(ii) Dmi”(Ji: i E [ml) = k 
( 
C Yi - C Yi 
re[m+l,Zm] ie[m] 1 
- i ,I (bi - ai)v 
ts[ml 
(iii) Dmi”(Ki: i E [n]) = jj 1 Zi - C Zi 
rs[n + 1,2n] is[n] 
- i .C (di - Ci). 
te[nl 
Let X, Y and Z denote the inside term in the first ( ) on the right-hand side of the 
equation (i), similarly that of (ii) and (iii), respectively. We now see that it is sufficient to 
show the following equation: 
(iv) X = Y+ Z + 2d(Cym,ym+ll,C~,,~,+~l~. 
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If {yi: i E [WI + 11, Zi: i E [n - 11) = {Xi: i E [WI + n]}, then { yi: i E [WI + 2,2m],zi: 
i E [n, 2~1) = {Xi: i E [m + n + 1,2(n + m)]), where { } is a multiset. Therefore, 
x= ( it[mE,Zm] yi + itfiF2n] zi ) - ( C Yi + C li) ie[m+ 11 is[n- 11 
= i,,,; 2ml yi - 1 yi ) ( + c zi - 1 zi + 2(zn - Ym+ 1) ie[m] ie[n+ 1,731 ie[n] 
= y+ z + 2d([Ym,Ym+ll,[Zn,Zn+ll). 
If {yi: i E [m],zi: i E [n]} = {xi: i E [IN + n]), then 
{yi: i E [WI + 1,2m],Zi: i E [?I + 1,2n]} = {Xi: i E [WI + n + 1,2(i?t + a)]}, 
where { } is a multiset. Therefore, we have 
x= ( it[m?G.2m]Yi + ie[n+1,2n] 1 Zi) - (& Yi + & Zi) 
= 
( 
i,,,; 2ml yi - c yi 
is[m] ) ( 
+ 1 
Zi - C Zi 
is[n+l,2n] ie[nl ) 
= Y+Z, 
noting ~~CY~,Y~+~~,C~,,~,+~~~ = 0. 0 
Corollary 1. Let I, J and Ii (i E [m]) be any closed intervals in s2. Then we have 
(i) Dmi”(Z, J) = d(Z, J), 
(ii) Dm’“(Z,Zi: i E [ml) = Dmi”(Zi: i E [WI]) + d(Z, med(Zi: i E [WI])), 
(iii) Dmi”(Zi: i E [n]) = 1 d(Z,, med(Zi: i E [k + l,n])). 
ke[n- 11 
Proof. The above equations (i) and (ii) are obtained from Lemma 4 by checking the 
conditions and by noting that Pi”(K) = 0 and med(K) = K for any closed interval 
K in Q. The equation (iii) is immediate from the equation (ii). 0 
3. Recursive definitions 
Let T = (V, E) be a rooted (directed) tree, where V is the set of nodes and 
E( E Vx V) is the set of branches. For each u and v in V, we write u + v when 
(u, v) E E, i.e. u is a parent of v (or v is a child of u). For each u and v in V, u is called an 
ancestor of v (or v is called a descendent of u), written u =S v, if there is a sequence of 
nodesu = u1,u2, . . . . ~,=vinVsuchthatui+u~+, (i E [n - l]), which is called a path 
in T. Note that the relation =+- on V with the additional relation u *U for each u in 
V(the reflexive law) is a partial ordering on Vand the relation + results in a so-called 
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covering relation on V. We call a leaf (a node without a child) of a rooted tree a sink to 
avoid ambiguity. For each u in V, we denote a subtree of T induced from a subset 
{u E VI u + u} of V by T,, = (Vu, E,). Note that u is the root of T,,. 
Let T = (V. u VH, E, 0) be an el-tree rooted at I in V = Vo u Vu. The rooted el-tree 
is sometimes written as T(‘) to show the root r explicitly. In addition, if I is a leaf, i.e., 
r E Vo and s is its unique child, we represent he rooted tree as (T,, r) to vizualize the 
structure. In this case, the subtree T, is called the body of the tree F, otherwise, i.e., if 
the root is not a leaf, the body of T is T itself. 
For each node u in the body of a rooted el-tree T, we assign a closed interval I(u) of 
Q recursively as follows: 
Z(u) = 
ca), 441 if u is a sink, 
med (Z(u): u + u) otherwise. 
We call Z(u) the characteristic interval of a node u and so I is called the characteristic 
interval map on T. 
Let T be a completely bifurcating el-tree rooted at a node r. Then it follows from 
Proposition l(i) that Z(u) is just the Farris interval of a node u in [3, p. 2041, and it 
follows from Proposition 1 (ii) and Theorem 2 in [3] that I(r) is just the MPR-set S, of 
a node r in [3, p. 2121, which is the set of states that may be assigned to node r in an 
MPR. It is shown in Section 4 that Z(r) is the MPR-set of a node r in an el-tree T(‘). 
These facts show that the concept of characteristic interval, the essence of which is 
a median interval, is a unified generalization of the two concepts, Farris interval and 
MPR-set. 
Let T be again an el-tree rooted at a node r in V. Then, we define a number l*(u) of 
R recursively for each node u of the body of T as follows: 
1*(u) = 
0 if u is a sink, 
c,+, l*(u) + D”‘“(Z(0): u + u) otherwise. 
It is shown in Section 4 that I*(r) = L*(T) which is defined in Section 1. So, we call I* 
the minimum length map on T. 
We here give examples for computing I(u) and l*(u) for each u in V. Let T be an 
el-tree shown in Fig. 1 (a) and T(O) be the tree T rooted at node a (Fig. 2(a)). Then we 
obtain I (Fig. 2(b)) and I* (Fig. 2(c)). 
For example, 
Ita) = med<C2,41, C5,61,CL 11) = WI 
since the endpoints 2,4,5,6,1,1 are sorted as 1, 1,2,4,5,6, and 
l*(a) = l*(b) + l*(c) + I*(d) + Dmi”([2,4], [5,6], [l, 11) 
=2+1+3+4=10 
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(d (0 
Fig. 2. (a) T’“‘. (b) I. (c) I*. (d) T’I’. (e) I. (f) I*. 
since from Lemma 3(i) 
D”‘“(C2,41, C5,61, CL 11) = d(2, C2,41) + d(2, C5,61) + d(2, CL, 11) 
=0+3+1=4, 
or from Lemma 3(ii) 
D”‘“([2,4], [5,6],[1,1]) = 3(4 + 5 + 6 - 1 - 1 - 2) - :(2 + 1 + 0) = 4, 
or from Corollary l(i) and (ii) 
D”‘“(C2,41, C5,61, Cl, 11) = Dmi”(C5, 61, Cl, 11) + d(C2,41,med<C% 61, CL 11)) 
= 4C5,61, Cl, 11) + N2,41, CL 51) 
=4+0=4. 
Also, Tcf) = (Td,f) and I, 1* (with respect to T(/)) are illustrated in Fig. 2(d)-(f). 
Let T be a rooted el-tree T(‘) and ,I be a reconstruction on T. We write &,,, for the 
restriction 21 V, of ,I to a subtree T,, of T. Note that T, = T and ,I,,, = /2. Note further 
that the subtree T, is also a rooted el-tree with the root u and the restriction ;1<,,) is also 
a reconstruction on T,. For each reconstruction 2 on T we define recursively a map 
Ll;,: V+ Sz by 
L1’(U) = iu+,,Llj,(C.) + C,_,lA(U) - A(U)1 
if u is a sink, 
otherwise. 
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Note that for each u in I’, the above definition of Ll,(u) is just a recursive definition of 
the length L(&,,) (defined in Introduction) of a reconstruction & on T,,, i.e. 
Ll;.(n) = c l(e) = 1 144 - J(Y)1 = L&U,). 
f?eE, (x.Jk&. 
It is also obvious that Ll,(r) = L(A). So, we call Ll;. the length map ofthejrst kind with 
respect to A. 
Let T be again a rooted el-tree T(*) and A be a reconstruction on T. Let a map 
L2,,: E + 52 be defined by 
L2j.(U, 0) = Ll j,(O) + In - n(v)l. 
Then we have the following lemma. 
Lemma 5. 
(9 L!,(u) = c L2,(u, v) if u is not a sink, 
U+” 
(ii) L2;.(24, u) = 
I44 - WI if v is a sink, 
c v_w L2,(0, w) + 1 A(u) - A(u)/ otherwise. 
Proof. It is immediate from the definitions of the length maps. 0 
Note that for T = (Ts,r) and a reconstruction 1, on T, 
L2j,(r,S) = Llj,(S) + IA(r) - A(S)/ = Llj,(r) = L(A), 
and for T = T(‘) (r E V,) and a reconstruction /1 on T, 
L(A) = Ll,(r) = C L2,(r, s). 
r-s 
So, we call L2, the length map of the second kind with respect to A. 
(4 04 
(4 (4 
Fig. 3. (a) L1: Ll, on T’“‘. (b) Lz: Ll, on T”‘. (c) L3: L2, on T’“‘. (d) L,: L2, on T”’ 
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We here give examples of the maps Lli and L2,. Let 1 be a reconstruction on 
T shown in Fig. l(b). Let T(O) and T (r’ be rooted el-trees shown in Fig. 2(a) and (d), 
respectively. Then we can compute the length maps Ll;. and L2,., which are shown in 
Fig. 3. Note that L,(a) = L2(f) = L(A), L,(a,b) + L,(a,c) + L,(a,d) = 4 + 6 + 6 
= 16 = L(A) and L4(f, d) = L(A), which is computed in Section 1. 
4. Theorems 
Let T be a rooted el-tree (T,, r) and I be the characteristic interval map on T. Then 
we define recursively a reconstruction 2 (with n(r) = a(r)) on T as follows: 
(i) i.(s) E med([l(r), A(r)], I(t):s + t), 
(ii) for all v such that u + v, 
ii(v) E med([A(u), n(u)], I(w): v + w), 
where CJ is a character state function of T. In general, when we define a function 
f: X + Y, for a subset B of Y, “j-(x) E B” means that “B is the set of elements which may 
be assigned to x”. Note that the above definition of 1 is defined in the direction from 
the root to sinks. We here write RmpS(r, s) for the set of all reconstructions construc- 
ted by the above definition. This set RmpZ(r, s) is also defined recursively as follows: 
iCs) E RmpZ(r, s) if and only if (1) n(s) E med ([A(r), A(r)], L(t) : s + t) and (2) for all 
t such that s + t, JC1) E RmpZ(s, t). Note that &) (with A(r) = c(r)) can be considered 
a reconstruction on T. 
Theorem 1. Let T be a rooted el-tree (T,, r). Let I be the characteristic interval map on 
T and I* be the minimum length map on T. Let A be a reconstruction on T and L2;. be the 
length map of the second kind with respect to A. Then we have the following: 
(i) L21(u, V) 2 l*(v) + d(A(u), Z(v))for each brunch (u, V) of T, 
(ii) A,,, E RmpZ(r,s) if and only if L2;,(r, s) = l*(s) + d(A(r), I(s)), 
where A(r) = o(r) for a given character state function o on T. 
Proof. We first prove the inequality (i) by induction on the set E of branches. If v is 
a sink in T, then from the definition, 
L2j,(u, v, = In(a) - n(o)I, 
l*(v) + d(G), I(u)) = d@(u), CG), WI) = I44 - WI. 
Let v be not a sink. Assume that (i) holds for each (v, w) in E. Then first by Lemma 5(ii) 
L2;.(u, u) = c L2,(u, w) + I44 - 44 
“‘W 
(by the assumption) 
3 “Fw (l*(w) + d@(v), I(w))) + I44 - 44 
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(by the definition of the function D, noting In(u) - n(u)1 = d@(u), [i(u),n(u)])) 
= 2 I*(w) + D@(V), [@), @)I, Z(w): 2, -+ w) 
L’ + w 
(by the definition of the minimum Dmin) 
3 c I*(w) + D”‘“([l(U), I_(U)], Z(w): u + w) 
r - w 
(by Corollary l(ii), noting med(Z(w): u + w) = Z(u)) 
= c I*(w) + D”‘“(Z(w): v + w) + d(A(u), I(u)) 
V-W 
(by the definition of 1*) 
= l*(V) + 4@4,Z(4), 
completing the proof of(i). 
We next prove the proposition (ii) by induction on E. If s is a sink in T, then it is 
obvious. Let s be not a sink and put (u, v) = (r, s) in the proof of(i). Assume that “only if 
case” of (ii) holds for (s, t) in E. Let A,,, E Rmp2(r, s). Then from (1) of the definition 
and Lemma 3(i), the second inequality (greater than or equal) in the proof of(i) can be 
replaced by the equality. Furthermore, from (2) of the definition and the assumption, 
L2,(s, t) = l*(t) + d@(s), Z(t)) for t (s + t). 
Then the first inequality in the proof of (i) also can be replaced by the equality, 
completing the proof of “only if case”. Finally we prove “if case”. Assume that “if case” 
of (ii) holds for (s, t) in E, i.e. 
A<,) E Rmp2(s, t) if L2,(s, t) = I*(t) + d@(s), l(t)). 
Let L2;,(r, s) = I*(s) + d(L(r), Z(s)). Then the two inequalities in the proof of(i) are both 
convertible to equalities. From the second equality with Lemma 3(i), we get 
E,(s) E med([~(r),J(r)],Z(t):s-+ t). (7) 
From the first equality, we get 
C L2j.(s, t) = C (i*(t) + d(l(s), z(t))). 
S+t S-t 
For t (s -+ t), L2,(s, t) >, I*(t) + d(l(s), Z(f)) from (i). Therefore, noting that A = C and 
B = D if A + B = C + D, A > C and B 2 D, we have 
L2j,(S, t) = l*(t) + d(il(S), Z(t)) for t (S ---f t). 
Then, from the assumption, we obtain 
AC,) E RmpZ(s, t) for t (s + t). 
Thus, from (7) and (8), we get A(s) E Rmp2(r,s). 0 
(8) 
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We here examine Theorem l(i) by using the preceding examples. Let i be a recon- 
struction on T shown in Fig. 1 (b). Let T = T (I) in Fig. 2(d). Then from Fig. 2(e),(f) 
and Fig. 3(d), we have, for example, 
L2j,(d,a) = 11 3 I*(U) + d(A(d), I(U)) = 4 + d(2, [4,5]) = 6 
and 
L2,(f,d) = 16 3 I*(d) + d(/2(f), I(d)) = 8 + d(l, [3,4]) = 10. 
Let T be a rooted el-tree T(‘) with the root r in Vn. Let I be the characteristic 
interval map on T. Then we define recursively a set Rmpl (r) of reconstructions on 
Tas follows: ;1 E Rmpl (r) if and only if (1) A(r) E I(r) and (2) for each s such that r + s, 
&) E Rmp%, s). 
Theorem 2. Let T be a rooted el-tree T(*’ (r E VH). Let I be the characteristic interval 
map on T and l* be the minimum length map on T. Let I be a reconstruction on T and Ll; 
be the length map of the first kind with respect to i. Then we have the following: 
(i) Ll,(U) > l*(u)for each node u of T, 
(ii) II E Rmpl (r) if and only if Ll,(r) = l*(r). 
Proof. We first prove the inequality (i). 
LlJU) = C Llj_(V) + 1 Ii(U) - i(C)1 
u-c‘ U-V 
= 1 L2,.(u, a) 
” - V 
(by Theorem l(i)) 
3 U;U (l*(u) + d(G), I(u))) 
= C I*(u) + C d(G),l(u)) 
u+lz U - L’ 
(by the definition of the function D) 
= c l*(u) + D@(U), I(u): u + 0) 
U + c 
(by the definition of the minimum Dmin) 
2 c l*(u) + Dmin(I(u): u + u) 
U * u 
(by the definition of 1*) 
completing the proof of(i). 
We next prove the proposition (ii). Put u = r in the proof of (i). Let i. E Rmpl (r). 
Then from (1) of the definition and Lemma 3(i), the second inequality in the proof of(i) 
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can be replaced by the equality. Furthermore, from (2) of the definition and The- 
orem l(ii), the first inequality in the proof of (i) can be replaced by the equality, 
completing the proof of “only if case”. Let Ll,(r) = l*(r). Then the two inequalities in 
the proof of(i) both can be replaced by the equalities. From the second equality with 
Lemma 3(i), we get (1) A(r) E Z(r). From the first equality, we get 
c L2k.7 s) = c (I*(s) + 4449 I(s))) 
Ids Ids 
and for s (r + s), L2&, s) 2 I*(s) + d(l(r), Z(s)) f rom Theorem l(i). Therefore, we get 
L2i,(r, s) = l*(s) + d@(r), I(s)) for s (r -+ s). 
Then from Theorem l(ii) we get (2) A,,, E RmpZ(r,s) for s(r+ s). Thus 
A E Rmpl (r). Cl 
We here examine Theorem 2(i) by using the preceding examples. Let 1 be a recon- 
struction on T shown in Fig. 1 (b). Let T = T(“’ in Fig. 2(a). Then from Fig. 2(c) and 
Fig. 3(a), we have, for example, 
Llj,(d) = 5 > I*(d) = 3 and L;.(a) = 16 > I*(U) = 10. 
Theorem 3. Let T be an el-tree. Then we have 
(if L*(T) = l*(r) and Rmp(T) = Rmpl (r) when T = T(‘) (r E Vu), 
(ii) L*(T) = l*(s) + d(a(r),Z(s)) and Rmp(T) = Rmp2(r,s) when T= (T,,r). 
Proof. It is obtained from the definitions and Theorems 1 and 2. 0 
The following corollary is a generalization of The Basic Lemma in [3]. 
Corollary 2. Let T, (v # r) be a rooted subtree of a rooted el-tree T(‘). Let I be the 
characteristic interval map on T,. If the parent u of v is assigned a state (a real) T(U), then 
min (L(A) + /7(u) - A(v = L*(T,) + d(z(u),l(v)), 
ion T, 
where /I is any reconstruction on T,. 
Proof. Consider a rooted el-tree T = (T,, u) with Theorems 1 and 3. 0 
The following is also a generalization of Theorem 1 in [3]. 
Corollary 3. Let T, be a rooted subtree of a rooted el-tree T(‘). Let 1 be the character- 
istic interval map on T,,. Then, 
L*(T,) = c L*(T,) + Dmin(l(v): u + v), 
1(+0 
where u is not r when r is a node in Vo. 
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Proof. The result can be obtained from considering the definition of the minimum 
length map I* and a rooted el-tree T = T, with Theorem 3(i). 0 
If an el-tree T is a completely bifurcating tree, then Corollary 3 is just Theorem 1 in 
[S] since D”‘“(Z(u) : u + u) = d(l(v) : u + v) from Corollary l(i). Furthermore, we have 
the following generalization of Corollary 1.1 in [3], considering the definition of 
Rmpl (r) and a rooted el-tree T. with Theorem 2 (or Theorem 3(i)). 
Corollary 4. An MPR 2 for T, is possible if and only if A(u) E Z(u). 
The following corollary, a generalization of Theorem 2 in 131, is obtained from the 
definition of Rmpl (r) and Theorem 3(i). 
Corollary 5. Let I be the characteristic interval map on a rooted el-tree T(” (r E V,). 
Then I(r) is the MPR-set (written as S,) of a node r, which is the set of states that may be 
assigned to r in an MPR. 
We now give an example for generating MPRs on an el-tree T. From Theorem 3 
and the recursive definitions of Rmpl (r) or RmpZ(r, s), we see that the enumeration 
method is a two-pass algorithm which consists of the first pass: the determination of 
the characteristic interval map I on T defined recursively in the direction from the 
sinks to the root and the second pass: the determination of each element of Rmp(T) 
defined recursively in the direction from the root to sinks. Note that the choice of u in 
Step (ii) (or the choice of t in Step (2)) of the definition of Rmp2(r, s) may be carried 
out by the depth first search or the breadth first search. Note further that the essential 
part in both of the two passes is the computation of median intervals. Let T be an 
el-tree shown in Fig. l(a) and T(O) be the tree T rooted at node a (Fig. 2(a)). Then we 
have the map 1 on T(O) (Fig. 2(b)) and by using the depth first search on the set V of 
nodes, each MPR II on T is defined and shown in Table 1. 
We here examine Corollary 4 and the part on L* of Theorem 3 by using the case 
T = TCs’ (Fig. 2(d)-(f)) and Table 1. 
Since A,,,(d) = 1 4 Z(d) = [3,4] for 1 = Ai in Table 1, 
L(A,,,) = 10 # L*(T,) = l*(d) = 8, 
Table 1 
Rmp(T) = Rmpl (a) 
i.i” a b c d e f g h i j k I 
. Al 225111306524 
i2 2 2 5 2 2 1 3 0 6 5 2 4 
i3335111306524 
E., 3 3 5 2 2 I 3 0 6 5 2 4 
is 335331306524 
&, 4 4 5 1 I 1 3 0 6 5 2 4 
i, 4 4 5 2 2 1 3 0 6 5 2 4 
i.* 4 4 5 3 3 1 3 0 6 5 2 4 
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where T, is the rooted subtree of Tcs’ and ;lcd, is the restriction of I to T,, i.e., 
a reconstruction on Td. Note that L(A) = L*(T) for ,? = 1, E Rmp(T). Actually, 
L(A) = L(A,,,) + IA(d) - A(j)I = 10 + 11 - 1 I = 10, 
L*(T) = I*(d) + d(A(f),l(d)) = 8 + d(1, [3,4]) = 10. 
Since A<,,(d) = 3 E I(d) = [3,4] for 2 = A5 in Table 1, 
a!&,~) = 8 = L*(T,) = l*(d). 
Also, note that L(1) = L*(T) for i. = %, E Rmp(T). Actually, 
L(1) = L(J+,,) + In(d) - n(f)1 = 8 + 13 - 1 I = 10 = L*(T). 
Now, it is worth mentioning a method for obtaining the MPR-sets for all internal 
nodes in an el-tree T. By applying Corollary 5 directly, we could define each 
characteristic interval map I on T (‘) for each internal node r in VH and obtain each 
MPR-set S,.( =1(r)) for r in Vn. However, this approach that needs successive rerooting 
and determination of the characteristic map for each rerooting would require con- 
siderable duplicating effort in computing the characteristic intervals. The following 
two-pass algorithm, a generalized version of the Farris-Swofford-Madison one for 
the case of completely bifurcating el-trees, is much more efficient, because only the 
original direction of the el-tree need be considered. Let T(” = (Ts,r) (r E Vo) be 
a rooted el-tree. The first pass is the determination of the characteristic interval map 
I on T(‘) defined recursively. The second pass is performed as follows: 
(i) Let u = s and J(s) = [o(r),a(r)]. 
(ii) Let S, = med(J(u),I(v): u -+ u). 
(iii) If S, has been computed for all u in Vu, stop. 
(iv) Otherwise, let u equal each c’ such that u + u (the next internal node in the original 
direction from the root to sinks in T”‘). 
(v) Let J(u) = med (J(p(u)), I(u’): p(u) + u’ (u’ # u)) and go to (ii). 
Note that p(x) is the parent of x in the original direction and J(x) is equivalent to the 
interval I(p(x)) with respect to the characteristic map I on the rooted el-tree T@). 
Furthermore, note that the choice of u in step (iv) may be carried out by the depth first 
search or the breadth first search. 
We here show an example (the case of the choice of u by the depth first search) for 
the above algorithm. Let Tcf’ be the rooted el-tree shown in Fig. 2(d). Then, by using 
Fig. 2(e) we have 
u = d: 
J(d) = Cl, 11 
& = med(J(d),~M,I(e)) = med<C1,11,[4,5l,CO,31) = Cl,31 
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u = a: 
J(a) = med(J(d),Z(e)) = med([l, 1],[0,3]) = [l, l] 
S, = med(J(a),Z(b),Z(c)) = med(Cl,11,C2,4l,C5,61) = C2,4l 
u = b: 
J(b) = med(J(a),Z(c)) = med([l, 1],[5,6]) = [1,5] 
Sb = med(J(b),Z(k), Z(I)) = med<[l, 51, C2,21, C4,41) = C2,41 
u = c: 
J(c) = med(J(a),Z(b)) = med([l, 1],[2,4]) = [1,2] 
SC = med(J(c),Z(j),ZG)) = med(CL21, C5,51, C&61) = C5,51 
u = e: 
J(e) = med(J(d),Z(a)) = med([l, 1],[4,5]) = [1,4] 
S, = med<J(e),Z(g), Z(h)) = med(CL41, C3,31, CO,Ol> = CL31 
5. Computational complexities 
One sees in the previous sections that the description of the problem and the 
algorithms is simple but the proof of validity of the algorithms is not so simple. The 
complexity analysis is also not so difficult, because all the key concepts are recursively 
defined. 
First of all, considering the well-definability of L*( 7’) for a given el-tree T, which is 
mentioned in Introduction, we see that it is sufficient for solving the MPR problem to 
examine dh reconstructions on T, where A = [min CJ, max a], 6 is the cardinality of 
A and h( = 1 VHI) is the number of internal nodes of T. When C? = N, we could solve the 
MPR problem by the primitive finite algorithm, i.e., the method of checking all 
posibilities, since hh < co, but the complexity order is exponential. When Q = IL!, note 
that Jh is not finite. 
We now discuss about the algorithmic complexity of our algorithms for the 
following four problems: 
1. determine L*(T) for a given el-tree T, 
2. find any one MPR on a given el-tree, 
3. enumerate all MPRs on a given el-tree, 
4. obtain the MPR-sets for all internal nodes in a given el-tree. 
We must appreciate that the description of the “sorted” sequence of endpoints of 
closed intervals in 52 is often used in the previous sections, but the number of 
comparisons required to “select” the ith smallest of n numbers (denoted by f(i, n)) is 
essential in the complexity analysis of our algorithms. Therefore, our time complexity 
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analysis is based on the following result (Theorem 1 of [l, p. 4501) for the selection 
algorithm called PICK by Blum et al. [l]. 
PICK Theorem. The number f (i, n) of comparisons required to select the ith smallest of 
n numbers is at most a linear function of n, i.e., f (i, n) = O(n). 
In general, let Camp(A) denote the complexity for computing a formula A. 
Theorem 4. The complexity of our algorithm for Problem 1 is O(n) for the number n of 
nodes in a given el-tree. 
Proof. Let us consider the definition of the minimum length map 1* on a rooted 
el-tree T(‘) since L*(T) = l*(r) from Theorem 3. Then we see that it is easy to prove by 
induction on the number of nodes. Let m be the number of children of r, and for each 
child s of r, let n, be the number of nodes in the subtree T,. Assume that 
Comp(l*(s)) < as(ns - 1) for each child s of r, where a, is a constant. Then from the 
definition of l*(r), we have 
Comp(l*(r)) = C Comp(l*(s)) + Comp(D”‘“(Z(s): r + s)) 
I+_% 
(by the assumption) 
d a C (n, - 1) + Comp(D”‘“(Z(s) : r + s)), 
r-+s 
where a = max { a, 1 r -+ s}. By considering Lemma 3 and PICK Theorem, we have 
Comp(D”‘“(Z(s) : r + s)) = bf (m, 2m) < cm, 
where b and c are certain constants. Therefore, we have 
Comp(l*(r)) < a C (n, - 1) + cm 
r-s 
< d c n, = d(n - l), 
T+S 
where d = max(a,c). 0 
Theorem 5. The complexity of our algorithm for Problem 2 is O(n) for the number n of 
nodes in a given el-tree. 
Proof. We prove for the case T = (T,, r). Let us consider the definition of RmpZ(r, s) 
since Rmp(T) = RmpZ(r, s) from Theorem 3. Note that our algorithm consists of the 
two passes: the first pass is the determination of the characteristic interval map I on 
T defined recursively in the direction from the sinks to the root, and the second pass is 
the determination of each element of Rmp(T)( =RmpZ(r,s)) defined recursively in 
the direction from the root to sinks. We first discuss the complexity of the first pass. 
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From the recursive definition of the map I, we see that the determination of I(s) leads 
to that of the map I itself. Let m, be the number of children of a node u in T,. Under the 
assumption that for each child t of s, Z(t) is already defined, we have 
Comp(med(l(t):s-+ t)) =f(m,,2m,) +f(m,,2m, - 1) 
from PICK Theorem. Therefore, 
Comp(l(s)) =f(m,, 2m,) +f(mS, 2m, - 1) + C Comp(l(t)) 
S-f 
d c,m, + 1 cm, + 1 (I(u)) 
.5+1 ( f-z4 1 
(noting Comp(l(z)) = 0 for each sink z) 
< c C m, = c(n - 2), 
DE v,, 
where c, (u E Vu) is a constant and c = max(c,lu E Vn). 
We next discuss the complexity of the second pass. From the recursive definitionof- 
R mp2(r, s), we see that it is necessary and sufficient for finding any one MPR on T to 
determine the median interval med ([A(u), i(u)], Z(w) : v + w) for each child v of any 
interval node u in T under A(u) and I(w) (v + w) already defined. From PICK 
Theorem, we first have 
Comp(med ([A(u), A(u)], I(w): u + w)) 
=f(m, + 1,2(m, + 1)) +f(mv + 1,2m, + 1) 
where m, is the number of children of v and c, is a sufficiently large constant. 
Therefore, the complexity of the second pass is 
1 Comp(med([l(u), /l(u)], I(w): u---f w)) 
PEVt, 
<C C m, = c(n - 2), 
L’E v,, 
where c = max{c,lo E Vu}. Thus, the complexity of our algorithm for Problem 2 is 
O(n) since both complexities of the two passes are O(n). 17 
When 52 = [w, we do not discuss the complexity of algorithm for Problem 3 by the 
obvious reason. 
Proposition 2. When Q = N. there is an &tree T such that the number of all MPRs on 
T is exponential for the number n of the nodes. 
Proof. Consider the rooted el-tree T’“) shown in Fig. 4. 0 
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Fig. 4. A tree with 10m + I nodes and at least 5*” MPRs. 
s n . . . 
Fig. 5. 
Theorem 6. The complexity of our algorithm for Problem 4 is 0(n2) for the number n of 
the nodes, and there is a rooted el-tree T such that the complexity of our algorithm for 
obtaining the MPR-sets for all internal nodes in T is at least a quadratic function of n. 
Proof. We know already that the complexity of the first pass is O(n). So, we consider 
the complexity of the second pass. Let m, be the number of children of u. Let s, be the 
number of nodes which are children of u and also sinks in T. Let h (= ( VH I) be the 
number of the internal nodes and s be the number of the sinks. Then by using PICK 
Theorem, we finally get 
Comp(The second pass) < c c (m, - s, + l)m, + h 
USVI, 
= c 
( 
C rn.” - 1 s,m, + (n - 2) + (n - s - 1) 
UEVH UEVH 1 
4c(ll,,mi +2n) 
= c((n - 2)2 + 2n) 
< cn2, 
where c is a sufficiently large constant and n 3 2. 
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The second part of the theorem is proved by the rooted el-tree shown in Fig. 5, 
where m, = m. 0 
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